
How to Get Big Cybersecurity
Without Breaking the Budget

When it comes to safeguarding your business from cyber breaches, it’s 
not the size of your company that matters, but rather the size of your 
protection. You can shield your business from loss and damage just 
like your big competitors without the big cost. And we’ll tell you how 
in our latest eBook. 

What you’ll find inside:
• Where to look for free cybersecurity and incident management guidance
• Why firewalls and anti-virus software aren’t enough to block hackers
• How employee negligence can threaten your data
• Ways to educate staff that will bolster your internal security
• Why a breach can cost more than comprehensive protection

Fill out the form to access “Big Cybersecurity on 
a Small Budget,” and start protecting your data like 
the big guys.

Big Cybersecurity on a Small BudgetE-BOOK

Sometimes less is more. And then other times bigger 

is better.When it comes to business continuity 

management (BCM) for yoursmall tech business, bigger 

is undoubtedly better.

Their profits are big, their customer base is vast, and so

are the many threats they face. They need substantial

business continuity and disaster recovery planning to

match, right? Sure. But it’s not really about the size of

your company when “going big” on BCM — it’s the size

of your protection — massive protection for your small

company. 

Just because your revenue is modest, doesn’t

mean your security and stability safeguards should be.

Now you’re most likely thinking, “Yes, that would be

great, but we don’t have a big budget for big BCM.”

Well, the good news is you don’t have to spend big

to protect big. And the costly consequences of being

unprepared when a disaster or disruption strikes justify

a modest investment in a business resilience solution.
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